
Possibility Thinking
Worksheet

» Unsuccessful people allow circumstances to ____________________ them
» Successful people see ____________________ everywhere

 Many people are limited by a lack of ____________________ ____________________

  » Robert Schuller’s Question: “What would you attempt if you knew you wouldn’t    
     ____________________?”

  » John Maxwell’s Question: “What would you attempt if you knew you would fail, but knew you  
     would learn from your failure and find ____________________ and ____________________?”

 Every ____________________ begins with a problem

Possibility thinking begins with developing a positive life-stance

 1. Life is filled with ____________________ and ____________________
 2. Some of the good and bad I can’t ____________________ – it’s life
 3. Some of the good and bad will ____________________ me
 4. If I have a positive life-stance, the good and bad will become ____________________
 5. If I have a negative life-stance, the good and bad will become ____________________
 6. Therefore, I choose a ____________________ life-stance

Attitude is the di�erence-maker, but...

 » Attitude doesn’t make a di�erence when everything is going ____________________
 » Attitude makes a huge di�erence when everything is going ____________________
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Possibility thinking builds with positive energy

The Four P’s of Energy

 1. Possibility Thinking: the ____________________ that allows the energy to build
  » The energy principle

 2. Passion: the ____________________ that puts that energy to work
  » What are you passionate about?

 3. Praise: the ____________________ that keeps the energy going
  » Encouragement is the oxygen of the soul

 4. Progress: The ____________________ that shows your positive thinking is paying o�
  » Growth is happiness

“Man often becomes what he believes himself to be. If I keep on saying to myself that I cannot do a certain thing, it is 
possible that I may end by really becoming incapable of doing it. On the contrary, if I have the belief that I can do it, I 
shall surely acquire the capacity to do it even if I may not have it at the beginning.”
          –Mahatma Gandhi

Possibility thinking continues with pursuing opportunities.

“If we all did the things we are really capable of doing, we would literally astound ourselves.”
          –Thomas Edison

 Answers: limit; possibilities; mental reach; fail; possibilities; growth; miracle; good; bad; control; find; better; worse; positive; well; wrong;  
 mindset; spark; fuel; feedback
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